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Top 5 Reasons for Downloading 

Utilising pioneering proprietary technology, the Digital Screen Verifier from Harkness Screens is a unique 

utility for iPhones that allows cinema engineers and exhibitors to ensure that brightness levels in digital 

cinema are regular checked and maintained.  Quick and easy to use, this relatively accurate low-cost light 

measurement tool allows brightness readings to be taken (in foot lamberts) using white test patterns from a 

digital cinema projector.  Its unique functionality allows light readings taken in the field to be directly 

imported into Harkness’ cloud-based Digital Screen Archiver tool in real-time to form a semi-automated 

entry-level solution for screen monitoring and auditorium maintenance. 

Rapid light measurement 

Simple point and click functionality allows accurate light measurement to be taken from any point on the 

screen within a few seconds.  Load the specific Digital Screen Verifier test pattern to highlight target points 

on screen to measure against SMPTE specifications. 

Tested for accuracy 

Calibrated for the iPhone 5, 5c, 5s, 6 and 6 plus, the Digital Screen Verifier is accurate to within +/- 1fL 

with a range between 0fL and 30fL. 

2D and 3D capability 

Take light readings in 3D by engaging a 3D unit in the projection booth and placing the lens of a pair of 3D 

glasses over the camera lens. 

Screen monitoring solution with the Digital Screen Archiver 

Use the bi-directional functionality with the Digital Screen Archiver to store light readings in real-time. Build 

up a historical picture of brightness levels in an auditorium and identify where presentation quality issues 

may occur. 

Free E-Consultancy 

Simply export your light measurement results from the Digital Screen Achiver and share these with 

Harkness’ technical consultants to receive advice on on-screen brightness. 


